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We present Finite Volume methods for diffusion equations on generic meshes, that re-
ceived important coverage in the last decade or so. After introducing the main ideas and
construction principles of the methods, we review some literature results, focusing on
two important properties of schemes (discrete versions of well-known properties of the
continuous equation): coercivity and minimum-maximum principles. Coercivity ensures
the stability of the method as well as its convergence under assumptions compatible
with real-world applications, whereas minimum-maximum principles are crucial in case
of strong anisotropy to obtain physically meaningful approximate solutions.
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1. Introduction
Diffusion processes are ubiquitous in physics of flows, such as heat propagation
or flows in porous media encountered in reservoir engineering. A simple form of
diffusion equation is
−div(Λ(x)∇u(x)) = f(x) , x ∈ Ω,
u(x) = ub , x ∈ ∂Ω, (1.1)
where Ω is the domain of study, f describes the volumic sources or sinks, Λ encodes
the diffusion properties of the medium, ub is the fixed boundary condition and u is
the unknown of interest (pressure, saturation, etc.). Although very simplified with
respect to real-world models, Equation (1.1) already contains some of the main
issues that have to be dealt with when designing and analysing numerical methods
∗Preprint of an article published in Math. Models Methods Appl. Sci. (M3AS) 24 (2014),
no. 8, 1575-1619 (special issue on Recent Techniques for PDE Discretizations on Poly-
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for diffusion processes. The assumptions on the data are:
Ω is a bounded connected polygonal open subset of Rd, d ≥ 1, (1.2)
f ∈ L2(Ω) , ub ∈ H1/2(Ω) , (1.3)
Λ : Ω→ Rd×d is symmetric-valued, essentially bounded and coercive
(i.e. ∃λ−, λ+ > 0 such that, for a.e. x ∈ Ω and all ξ ∈ Rd,
λ−|ξ|2 ≤ Λ(x)ξ · ξ ≤ λ+|ξ|2)
(1.4)
(· and | · | are the Euclidean dot product and norm on Rd). No other regularity
properties are assumed on Λ, f or ub, and the proper mathematical formulation of
(1.1) is therefore, denoting by γ : H1(Ω) 7→ H1/2(∂Ω) the trace operator:
u ∈ {v ∈ H1(Ω) : γ(v) = ub},
∀ϕ ∈ H10 (Ω) ,
∫
Ω
Λ(x)∇u(x) · ∇ϕ(x)dx =
∫
Ω
f(x)ϕ(x)dx.
(1.5)
Amongst the numerous families of numerical methods for diffusion equations (Fi-
nite Difference, Finite Element, Discontinuous Galerkin...), Finite Volume (FV)
schemes are methods of choice for a number of engineering applications in which
the conservation of various extensive quantities is important. Local conservativity of
the fluxes is in particular essential to handle the hyperbolicity and strong coupling
which occur in models of miscible or immiscible flows in porous media.
The purpose of this work is to present a few modern FV methods for (1.1) and to
review some of the mathematical results established for these methods. Although
FV methods can be applied on a number of fluid models, our discussion will be
made with models of porous media flows in mind. In this case, (1.1) corresponds to
a steady single-phase single-component Darcy problem with no gravitational effects,
u is the pressure and Λ is the permeability field?.
The paper is organised as follows. In the rest of this section, we detail the basics
behind the construction of FV methods and we point out two important prop-
erties of Equation (1.1) (coercivity and minimum-maximum principle) which are
also desirable for discretisations thereof. Coercivity, in particular, is at the core of
techniques which allows one to carry out convergence proofs without assuming non-
physical regularities on the data or the solution. Sec. 2 presents the most classical FV
method for (1.1), based on a 2-point flux approximation, and highlights its coerciv-
ity and minimum-maximum principle properties as well as its main flaw: it is hardly
applicable on meshes encountered in practical applications. Secs. 3, 4 and 5 then
present three families of FV schemes applicable on generic meshes: Multi Point Flux
Approximation methods (O-, L- and G-methods), Hybrid Mimetic Mixed methods
(including Hybrid Finite Volume methods, Mimetic Finite Difference schemes and
Mixed Finite Volume methods) and Discrete Duality Finite Volume methods. In
each of these sections, we first present the construction of the method, focusing on
its principles rather than on the details of the computations, and we then review
the literature results on their coercivity (and convergence) and minimum-maximum
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principle properties. These sections are also completed by short conclusions sum-
marising the strengths and weaknesses of each method. In Sec. 6, we consider some
FV schemes specifically designed to satisfy minimum-maximum principles on any
mesh. Sec. 7 concludes the paper.
1.1. What is a Finite Volume scheme?
Good question... not easy to answer given the number of methods presented in the
literature as “Finite Volume” schemes. Nevertheless, some basic ideas remain which
should be shared by any method called “Finite Volume”.
The physical principle that leads to (1.1) is the balance of some extensive quan-
tity Q (heat, component mass, etc.): given a domain ω, the variation of Q inside ω
comes from the creation of Q in ω and the transfer of Q through ∂ω. In a stationary
context, there is no variation of Q and the volumic creation inside ω must therefore
balance out the quantity of Q which leaves ω through ∂ω. Under modelling assump-
tions, the creation of Q inside ω has a volumetric density function f and the flow of
Q outside ω has a surfacic density −Λ(x)∇u(x) · nω(x) (Darcy’s or Fourier’s law),
where nω is the outer unit normal to ∂ω and Λ(x) is a symmetric positive definite
matrix — heat conductivity matrix in the case of the heat equation, permeability
matrix in reservoir engineering. The mass balance of Q then reads∫
∂ω
−Λ(x)∇u(x) · nω(x)dS(x) =
∫
ω
f(x)dx. (1.6)
Using Stokes’ formula on the left-hand side, taking ω a ball around x ∈ Ω, dividing
by the measure of ω and letting its radius tend to 0 leads to (1.1). This is the
“infinitesimal” control volume technique to derive the diffusion equation.
If, on the other hand, we consider a “finite” control volume approach in which
ω = K is a (small but not infinitesimal) polygonal open set, then (1.6) becomes∑
σ edge of K
FK,σ =
∫
K
f(x)dx (1.7)
where FK,σ =
∫
σ
−Λ(x)∇u(x) · nK(x)dS(x) is the flux of u through σ. It can also
be noticed that, if σ is an edge between two polygons K and L, then
FK,σ + FL,σ = 0. (1.8)
Remark 1.1. Another way to get (1.7) is to integrate (1.1) on K. This is how FV
methods are usually presented in textbooks, but it is important to realise that (1.7)
directly comes from physical principles (without even writing (1.1)). This explains
why FV methods are particularly attractive in many engineering contexts.
The balance (1.7) and conservativity (1.8) of the fluxes are the two main el-
ements on which FV methods are built. Let (M, E ,P) be a mesh of Ω as given
by Definition 1.1 below. All FV methods we consider here have at least cell un-
knowns (uK)K∈M, that play the role of approximate values of (u(xK))K∈M. Such
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cell unknowns are often desirable in applications, for coupling issues and because the
medium properties (permeability, etc.) are usually constant in each cell. Some FV
methods also use additional unknowns, e.g. approximate values of u on the edges.
The principle of FV schemes is to compute, using all these unknowns, consistent
approximations FK,σ of FK,σ and to write discrete versions of (1.7) and (1.8):
for any K ∈M :
∑
σ∈EK
FK,σ =
∫
K
f(x)dx, (1.9)
for any edge σ between two distinct K,L ∈M : FK,σ + FL,σ = 0. (1.10)
Definition 1.1 (Mesh). A mesh of Ω is (M, E ,P) where:
• M is a finite family of non-empty open disjoint polygons (the “control
volumes” or “cells”) such that Ω = ∪K∈MK,
• E is a finite family of non-empty disjoint planar subsets of Ω (the “edges”)
with positive (d−1)-dimensional measure. We assume that for each control
volume K there exists EK ⊂ E such that ∂K = ∪σ∈EKσ. We also assume
that each edge σ ∈ E belongs to exactly one or two sets (EK)K∈M.
• P is a family of points (xK)K∈M such that, for each K, xK ∈ K.
We denote by |K| the d-dimensional measure of K ∈ M, by |σ| the (d − 1)-
dimensional measure of σ ∈ E and by nK,σ the unit normal to σ ∈ EK outward K.
We also partition E into the interior edges Eint (those included in Ω) and the exterior
edges Eext (those included in ∂Ω). The size of the mesh is hM = maxK∈M diam(K).
We also take ΛK a value of Λ in K (e.g.
1
|K|
∫
K
Λ or Λ(xK) – in reservoir applica-
tions, Λ is constant in each cell K).
  
  


 
  K
L
σ
nK,σ
xM
M
xL
xK Ω
Fig. 1. A mesh of Ω.
Remark 1.2. Although we use a 2D vocabulary (polygon, edges...), most of what
we present here is valid in any space dimension.
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1.2. Convergence analysis and coercivity
In reservoir applications, the data (and thus the solution) are not smooth. It is
for example natural for the permeability Λ to be discontinuous from one geological
layer to another. Convergence analysis of numerical methods for such problems
should take into account these practical constraints and should therefore not rely
on non-physical regularity assumptions on the data or solution. Being able to carry
out a convergence analysis under very weak regularity assumptions on the data or
the solution is also essential for more complex models (Navier-Stokes equations,
multi-phase flows, etc.).
Assuming to simplify that ub = 0 (in which case u ∈ H10 (Ω)), an efficient path
to prove the convergence of FV methods for (1.1) is to follow these steps:
(C1) Establish a priori energy estimates on the solution to the scheme, in a
mesh- and scheme-dependent discrete norm which mimics the H10 norm,
(C2) Prove a discrete Rellich compactness result, i.e. that, as the mesh size tends
to 0, sequences of approximate solutions bounded in these discrete norms
have subsequences which converge(a) to some function u ∈ H10 (Ω),
(C3) Prove that any such limit u of approximate solutions satisfies (1.5).
Because the solution to (1.5) is unique, Steps (C1)—(C3) show the convergence of
the scheme in the sense that the whole sequence of approximate solutions converges
to the solution of (1.5). Moreover, for linear schemes, Step (C1) ensures the existence
and uniqueness of a solution to the scheme.
Following this path does not require any regularity property on Λ, f or u besides
those in (1.2)—(1.4) and (1.5). Ensuring that a priori energy estimates can be
obtained in a proper “discrete H10 norm” however requires some assumptions on
the scheme. Consider the continuous equation (1.1), multiply it by u and integrate
by parts (or, equivalently, take ϕ = u in (1.5)). Then
λ−|u|2H10 ≤
∫
Ω
Λ(x)∇u(x) · ∇u(x)dx =
∫
Ω
f(x)u(x)dx ≤ ||f ||L2 ||u||L2 (1.11)
and the Poincare´ inequality ||u||L2(Ω) ≤ diam(Ω)|u|H10 (Ω) gives estimate on|u|H10 (Ω) := || |∇u| ||L2(Ω). The key element here is the coercivity of Λ (which is
equivalent to the coercivity of the bilinear form in (1.5)). Discrete H10 estimates on
the solution to a FV scheme are usually obtained by mimicking this process at the
discrete level: multiply the scheme by the unknown, perform discrete integration by
parts (or, equivalently, take the unknown as test function in a variational formu-
lation of the scheme) and conclude by establishing a discrete Poincare´ inequality
(see e.g. Sec. 2.1). This process does not work for all schemes but, when it does, it
shows how to find the discrete H10 norm associated with the scheme and mesh. For
schemes using only cell unknowns, for example, multiplying (1.9) by uK , summing
aIn a sense depending on the method, but which includes at least some form of strong convergence
in L2(Ω) and often some form of weak convergence of discrete gradients.
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on the cells and using (1.10), we see that a discrete version of (1.11) can be obtained
if there exists a discrete H10 norm ||.||1,disc satisfying the Poincare´’s inequality( ∑
K∈M
|K|u2K
)1/2
≤ C||u||1,disc
and the estimate
||u||21,disc ≤ C
∑
σ∈E
FK,σ(uK − uL), (1.12)
for some C not depending on u or the mesh (in the previous sum, K,L are the cells
on each side of σ ∈ Eint and uL = 0 if σ ∈ Eext ∩ EK).
Obtaining such discrete H10 estimates is not only the first step in proving the
convergence of the scheme, but it is also crucial to ensure its numerical stability.
Schemes for which such energy estimates can be established are called coercive. If
a linear scheme is coercive and has a symmetric matrix, then it has a symmetric
positive definite matrix and very efficient algorithms (Cholesky decomposition, con-
jugate gradient, etc.) can be used to compute its solution. Note however that the
mere symmetry and positive-definiteness of the matrix are not enough to ensure the
coercivity of the scheme, as this positive-definiteness must be uniform with respect
to the mesh and must hold for a discrete H10 norm satisfying (C2).
Remark 1.3 (Consistency of Finite Volume methods). In FV methods, the
numerical fluxes FK,σ are consistent approximations of the exact fluxes FK,σ: if
F ?K,σ are the numerical fluxes computed by replacing the unknowns by the exact
values of u and if all data are smooth, then
F ?K,σ = FK,σ +O(|σ|diam(K)) (1.13)
(note that FK,σ = O(|σ|)). It is however often said that FV methods do not provide
consistent approximations of the operator −div(Λ∇u) “in the Finite Difference
sense” (see Ref. ?, Chapter 2). We can indeed check that, in general,∑
σ∈EK
F ?K,σ =
∫
K
−div(Λ∇u) +O(|K|) (1.14)
(note that
∫
K
−div(Λ∇u) = O(|K|)). In fact, as often in mathematical analysis,
everything is relative to topology. Relation (1.14) shows a non-consistency in L∞ or
L2 norm, but thanks to the flux consistency (1.13) and the conservativity of fluxes,
we can prove that, for any ϕ ∈ H10 (Ω),∑
K∈M
∑
σ∈EK
F ?K,σϕK = −
∫
Ω
div(Λ∇u)(x)ϕ(x)dx+O(hM||(ϕK)K∈M||1,disc),
where ϕK =
1
|K|
∫
K
ϕ(x)dx and || · ||1,disc is the discrete H10 norm of Sec. 2.1. Hence,∑
σ∈EK F
?
K,σ is a consistent approximation of
∫
K
−div(Λ∇u) in some discrete dual
H10 norm and, because of this, establishing discrete H
1
0 estimates on approximate
solutions is also crucial to pass to the limit in Step (C3).
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Remark 1.4 (Linearly exact scheme). The consistency relation (1.13) is
strongly related with the fact that the scheme is linearly exact, meaning that if
the exact solution u to (1.1) is piecewise linear on the mesh then its interpolation
is the solution to the scheme (i.e. the scheme exactly reproduces piecewise linear
solutions). In this case, observed numerical orders of convergence(b) are usually 2
for u and 1 for its gradient (at least for smooth solutions and linear schemes).
1.3. Maximum and minimum principles, or monotony
A remarkable property of diffusion equations such as (1.1) is their maximum and
minimum principles, see Ref. ? or Chapter I in Ref. ?. In its strong form (also
called the local minimum principle), the minimum principle states that, should f
be non-negative, the solution u to (1.1) cannot have a local minimum inside Ω unless
it is constant. This prevents in particular the solution from presenting oscillating
behaviours. This local minimum principle implies the following weaker (global) form
if f ≥ 0 and ub ≥ 0 then u ≥ 0, (1.15)
as well as the (global) minimum-maximum principle (obtained by applying (1.15)
to u− (inf∂Ω ub) and (sup∂Ω ub)− u):
if f = 0 then inf∂Ω ub ≤ u ≤ sup∂Ω ub. (1.16)
Assume that U = ((ui)i∈I , (uz)z∈B) is a vector gathering the unknowns (ui)i∈I
of the scheme and the discretised boundary conditions (uz)z∈B , computed from ub.
If the scheme is written S(U) = R, where R is a vector constructed from f , the
discrete desirable versions of (1.15) and (1.16) are
if S(U) = R ≥ 0 and uz ≥ 0 for all z ∈ B then ui ≥ 0 for all i ∈ I (1.17)
(where R ≥ 0 means that all components of R are non-negative) and
if S(U) = 0 then infz∈B uz ≤ ui ≤ supz∈B uz for all i ∈ I. (1.18)
For linear schemes (i.e. S is a linear function) that are exact on constant functions
(i.e. S(1) = 0, where 1 is the vector with all components equal to 1), the discrete
minimum principle (1.17) implies the discrete minimum-maximum principle (1.18)
(if S(U) = 0, apply (1.17) to V = (maxz∈B uz)1 − U and V = U − (minz∈B uz)1,
which both satisfy Vb ≥ 0 for all b ∈ B and S(V ) = 0 by linearity of S). As we shall
see in Sec. 6, non-linear schemes may satisfy (1.17) without satisfying (1.18).
The usual way in the literature to prove that a linear scheme satisfies (1.17)
is to show that its matrix A = (aij)ij is diagonally dominant by columns (i.e.
aii > 0 for all i, aij ≤ 0 for all i 6= j and akk ≥
∑
i 6=k |aik| for all k with strict
inequality for at least one k) and has a connected graph. Under these assumptions,
it is easy to see that A is invertible and that A−1 only has non-negative coefficients
bHere and everywhere else in this paper, error estimates and orders of convergence are in some
form of L2 norm depending on the scheme.
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(A is thus an M -matrix), see Chapter 6 in Ref. ?. Provided that the scheme is
written S(U) = A(ui)i∈I − C(uz)z∈B = R where C is a matrix with non-negative
coefficients, we then obtain (ui)i∈I = A−1(R+C(uz)z∈B) ≥ 0 whenever R ≥ 0 and
uz ≥ 0 for all z ∈ B.
Satisfying a discrete minimum-maximum principle is particularly important in
complex models such as multi-phase flows in reservoir engineering. Schemes that do
not satisfy this principle may give rise to spurious oscillations which may lead to gas-
oil numerical instabilities. Linear schemes for (1.1) satisfying (1.17) are also called
monotone, as they preserve the order of boundary conditions (for non-negative
right-hand sides) or of initial conditions (when applied to transient equations).
2. TPFA scheme
Let us assume that the medium is isotropic, i.e. Λ(x) = λ(x)Id for some scalar
function λ. We also assume the following orthogonality conditions on the mesh:
∀σ edge between two control volumes K,L ∈M , (xKxL)⊥σ ,
∀σ ∈ Eext ∩ EK , the half-line xK + [0,∞)nK,σ intersects σ. (2.1)
In Fig. 1, for example, this assumption is satisfied by the edge σ between K and L
but not by the edge between K and M . Letting {xσ} = (xKxL) ∩ σ (or {xσ} =
(xK + [0,∞)nK,σ)∩σ if σ ∈ Eext), consistent approximations of the fluxes for small
hM are
if σ ∈ EK ∩ EL : FK,σ = λK |σ| uK − uσ
d(xK ,xσ)
and FL,σ = λL|σ| uL − uσ
d(xL,xσ)
, (2.2)
if σ ∈ Eext ∩ EK : FK,σ = λK |σ| uK − uσ
d(xK , σ)
, (2.3)
where d(a, b) = |a − b|, λK is the value of λ on K and uσ approximates u(xσ).
If σ ∈ Eext, uσ is fixed by ub(c). If σ ∈ EK ∩ EL, the additional unknown uσ is
eliminated by imposing the conservativity (1.10) of fluxes and we get (see Ref. ?,
Chapter 3):
FK,σ = τσ(uK − uL) with τσ = |σ|
d(xK ,xL)
λKλLd(xK ,xL)
λKd(xL,xσ) + λLd(xK ,xσ)
. (2.4)
The balance equation (1.9) of the discrete fluxes (2.3)-(2.4) then gives an FV scheme
for (1.1) when Λ = λId, called the Two Point Flux Approximation Finite Volume
scheme (TPFA for short) since each flux is computed using only the 2 unknowns
on each side of the edge.
Remark 2.1. As d(xK ,xσ) + d(xL,xσ) = d(xK ,xL), the transmissibility τσ in-
volves an harmonic average of the values of Λ in the cells on each side of σ. This
cSeveral choices are possible. If ub is smooth enough, then one can take uσ = ub(xσ). Otherwise,
uσ can be chosen as the average of ub on σ.
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harmonic average is well-known, in FV methods, to give a much more accurate
solution than other averages.
Remark 2.2. If Λ is an anisotropic full tensor, the same construction can be made
(see Chapter 3 in Ref. ?) provided that the orthogonality condition (2.1) is replaced
with (2.5), in which DK,σ is the straight line going through xK and orthogonal to
σ for the scalar product induced by Λ−1K :
∀σ between two control volumes K,L ∈M , DK,σ ∩ σ = DL,σ ∩ σ 6= ∅ ,
∀σ ∈ Eext ∩ EK , DK,σ ∩ σ 6= ∅. (2.5)
2.1. Coercivity
Assume that ub = 0 and thus that uσ = 0 for all σ ∈ Eext. Multiplying the balance
equation (1.9) by uK , summing on K ∈ M and gathering by edges (=discrete
integration by parts), we obtain, thanks to (2.4),
||u||21,D :=
∑
σ∈Eint
τσ(uK − uL)2 +
∑
σ∈Eext
τσu
2
K =
∫
Ω
f(x)u(x)dx (2.6)
where u is the piecewise constant function equal to uK on K and, in the sums, K
and L are the control volumes on each side of σ ∈ Eint (we let τσ = λK |σ|d(xK ,σ)
whenever σ ∈ Eext ∩ EK). The left-hand side of (2.6) defines a discrete H10 norm
||u||1,disc for which one can establish the discrete Poincare´ inequality ||u||L2(Ω) ≤
diam(Ω)||u||1,disc and a discrete compactness result as in Step (C2) of Sec. 1.2, see
Chapter 3 in Ref. ?. The TPFA scheme is thus coercive (with a symmetric matrix)
and its convergence can be proved under the sole assumptions (1.2)–(1.4). Of course,
error estimates can also be obtained if the data are more regular?.
2.2. Monotony
Injecting (2.3)-(2.4) in the balance equation (1.9) we obtain, with the same conven-
tions as in (2.6), for all K ∈M,∑
σ∈Eint
τσ(uK − uL) +
∑
σ∈Eext
τσuK =
∫
K
f(x)dx+
∑
σ∈Eext
τσuσ. (2.7)
From this expression we can see that the scheme’s function (see Section 1.3) can be
written S(U) = A(uK)K∈M−C(uσ)σ∈Eext , with A diagonally dominant, symmetric
and graph-connected, and all coefficients of C non-negative. Sec. 1.3 then shows
that the TPFA scheme is monotone.
Remark 2.3. Monotony of the TPFA scheme is in fact easy to prove from (2.7).
If f ≥ 0, uσ ≥ 0 for all σ ∈ Eext and uK = minM∈M uM < 0 then the left-hand side
of (2.7) is a non-negative sum of non-positive terms. Hence all terms are equal to 0
and uK = uL for all neighbours L of K. The minimal value uK thus propagates to
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all neighbours and, ultimately, to the whole connected domain. Using (2.7) for one
boundary cell then contradicts the negativity of this minimal value.
In fact, this reasoning applied to AT gives a proof that the diagonal dominance
by columns of A and its graph connectedness entail the non-negativity of all coeffi-
cients of A−1. It also shows that schemes with such matrices satisfy in fact a discrete
version of the strong minimum principle: if f ≥ 0, the solution to the scheme cannot
have any interior minimum unless it is constant.
2.3. The perfect scheme?
The TPFA scheme is a cell-centred scheme (only involving cell unknowns), very
cheap to implement and with a small stencil: 5 on 2D quadrilateral meshes and 7
on 3D hexahedral meshes. Its matrix is therefore very sparse and its solution easy
to compute. For these reasons, it has been adopted in many engineering software,
but it is not the perfect scheme...
Meshes available in field applications may be quite distorted and may have cells
presenting various complex geometries, especially in basin simulation where align-
ment with geological layers and erosion may lead to hexahedra with collapsed faces.
The orthogonality properties (2.1) or (2.5) are impossible to satisfy on these meshes
and, should they fail for too many edges, the solution given by the TPFA scheme will
be totally incorrect?, ?, ?. Other FV methods therefore had to be designed, providing
consistent fluxes for general meshes and tensors.
3. MPFA methods
Consistent approximations of the fluxes FK,σ on general meshes require the usage of
more approximate values of u (in cells, on edges or at vertices) than the two at xK
and xL on each side of σ. One easy way to get such values is to interpolate them from
cell unknowns. This is the path chosen in Ref. ? which introduces, for each edge,
additional cell values located at points satisfying the orthogonality condition (2.5)
for the considered edge, and then compute these values by convex combinations of
existing cell unknowns. However, this scheme’s construction and stability can only
be ensured for grids not too distorted and tensors not too anisotropic.
Another idea is not to try and get back the orthogonality condition (2.5), but
to use the additional values to compute approximate gradients, which in turn give
approximate fluxes FK,σ. However, the computation of the additional values must
be done in a clever way, especially when Λ is discontinuous, to ensure that the flux
conservativity (1.10) is satisfied.
The Multi-Point Flux Approximation (MPFA) schemes are based on such a
construction. Introduced in the mid- to late 90’s?, ?, ?, ?, ?, these methods assume
that the solution is piecewise linear in some sub-cells around each vertex, introduce
additional edge unknowns and express the linear variation of the solution to compute
gradients and thus fluxes in these sub-cells. The edge unknowns are then eliminated
(interpolated using cell unknowns) by writing continuity equations for the solution
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and conservativity equations for its fluxes. The final numerical fluxes are consistent,
conservative and expressed only in terms of cell unknowns.
3.1. O-method
Several MPFA methods have been devised over the years and their main variation
is on the choice of the local continuity and conservativity equations. Amongst those
methods, the O-method (presented in Refs. ?, ? for particular polygonal meshes)
has received one of the largest coverage in literature on MPFA methods.
  
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
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  
  
  
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
xK
Kv
xN
xσ′′
v
K
xM
v′
xσxσ′
xL
σ
L
σ′
nK,σ
νK,σ′
νK,σ
Fig. 2. Control volumes (K,L, . . .) and interaction region (enclosed in dotted line) for the MPFA
O-method. νK,τ = normal vector to (xKxτ ) with length d(xK ,xτ ) (τ = σ, σ
′).
Let us first consider the 2D case. For each edge σ, we fix a point xσ on σ. Several
choices are possible?, ? but we only consider here the case where xσ is the midpoint
of σ. Then for each vertex v of the mesh, an interaction region is built by joining the
cell points xK around v and the midpoints xσ of the edges containing v (see Fig.
2). This interaction region is made of one sub-cell Kv per cell K and the solution
u is approximated by a function that is linear inside each sub-cell around v (d).
At this stage, continuity of this piecewise linear approximation is assumed at
each edge midpoint xσ around v. We can therefore talk about the value uσ of this
function at xσ, and its constant gradient ∇Kvu on Kv satisfies
∇Kvu · (xK − xτ ) = uK − uτ (τ = σ or σ′). (3.1)
Assuming that the vectors
−−−→
xKxσ and
−−−−→
xKxσ′ are linearly independent, these two
projections of ∇Kvu on these vectors provide? the whole gradient ∇Kvu:
∇Kvu = −
1
2T
((uσ − uK)νK,σ′ + (uσ′ − uK)νK,σ) (3.2)
dThis linear approximation is natural if the mesh size is small enough since, usually, Λ and f are
assumed to be constant or smooth in K, so that u is expected to be smooth inside K.
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where T is the area of triangle (xKxσxσ′) and νK,τ (τ = σ or σ
′) is the normal to
(xKxτ ), pointing outward this triangle and having length d(xK ,xτ ).
Sub-fluxes across the half-edges [vxτ ] around v are then computed using these
gradients, and therefore depend on the cell unknowns uK , uL, . . . and the edge
unknowns uσ, uσ′ , . . . around v. For example, the sub-flux from K through [vxτ ] is
FK,τ,v = −d(v,xτ )ΛK∇Kvu · nK,τ (τ = σ or σ′). (3.3)
The next step is to eliminate the edge unknowns involved in these sub-fluxes. This
is done by imposing the conservativity of the fluxes around v:
For any edge τ containing v, if R,S are the cells on each side of τ ,
FR,τ,v + FS,τ,v = 0.
(3.4)
Note that if τ is an edge on ∂Ω, uτ is not eliminated but fixed by the value of
ub (Neumann boundary conditions are also easily handled, either by imposing the
value of FK,τ,v whenever τ is a boundary edge or by using – which is equivalent –
ghosts cells outside Ω?, ?).
From the construction (3.2)-(3.3) of the sub-fluxes, (3.4) gives a linear square sys-
tem on the edge unknowns uσ, uσ′ , . . . around v which is, in general, invertible and
gives an expression of these edge unknowns in terms of the cell unknowns uK , uL, . . .
around v. Plugged into (3.2)-(3.3), these expressions of the edge unknowns give for-
mulas for the sub-flux FK,σ,v using only the cell unknowns uK , uL, . . . around v.
The same procedure performed from the other vertex v′ of σ gives a second sub-flux
FK,σ,v′ . The global flux through σ, that is FK,σ = FK,σ,v + FK,σ,v′ , is therefore a
function of all the unknowns uK , uL, . . . in all the cells around v and v
′. By con-
struction, (FK,σ)K∈M , σ∈EK naturally satisfy the conservativity equation (1.10) and
the O-scheme is thus obtained by only imposing the balance equation (1.9).
Remark 3.1 (Two edge unknowns per edge). The elimination of the edge
unknowns is performed locally around each vertex v and the continuity at the edge
midpoints is only enforced when eliminating the edge unknowns around v. The edge
unknown uσ at xσ when viewed from vertex v therefore may be different from the
edge unknown at xσ viewed from the other vertex v
′ of σ. This may look strange,
as there is no particular reason for u to have different values at xσ, but this comes
from the construction of the MPFA method which cannot assume that the linear
variations of u in Kv and in Kv′ have the same value at xσ (otherwise, some flux
conservativity equations could not be satisfied).
The generalisation of this construction to 3D polyhedral cells is pretty
straightforward? if we assume that
for each cell K and each vertex v of K, exactly 3 faces of K meet at v. (3.5)
In this case, the sub-cell Kv is the hexahedron obtained by joining v, xK , the
midpoints of edges of K having v as vertex and the three centres of gravity xσ,
xσ′ and xσ′′ of the faces of K meeting at v. Three temporary unknowns uσ, uσ′
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and uσ′′ are introduced at the centres of gravity of the faces and, assuming that
the vectors
−−−→
xKxσ,
−−−−→
xKxσ′ and
−−−−→
xKxσ′′ are linearly independent, the three equations
(3.1) for τ = σ, σ′ and σ′′ can be solved for ∇Kvu, which is thus computed in
terms of uK , uσ, uσ′ and uσ′′ . The rest of the construction follows as in 2D, the
edge unknowns being eliminated thanks to the sub-fluxes conservativity.
Remark 3.2. This procedure even allows for non-planar faces (which often occurs
in hexahedral meshes in 3D, as the four vertices of a given face may not be on the
same plane), provided that the vectors nK,σ are defined as the mean value on σ of
the pointwise normal vector to the face?, ?.
Construction of an MPFA O-method on 3D meshes is much less obvious when
(3.5) does not hold. In this case, for some vertices v the system (3.1) has 4 or more
equations and, since (in general) the gradient ∇Kvu is entirely determined by uK
and only 3 face unknowns, the other face unknowns will be fixed by those 3 face
unknowns. No degrees of freedom then remain to impose the conservativity of the
corresponding sub-fluxes. Ref. ? however introduces a scheme on general polygonal
or polyhedral meshes (without assuming (3.5)), which coincides with the MPFA
O-method in 2D and in 3D when (3.5) holds. This reference also presents a new
formulation of the O-method, based on a discrete form of the variational formulation
(1.5) rather than on a flux balance (1.9).
Remark 3.3. Explicit formulas for the fluxes in terms of the cell unknowns can be
obtained? in the case of parallelogram or parallelepiped meshes and Λ constant. In
other cases, System (3.4) has to be numerically solved.
Remark 3.4. For non-conforming meshes such as the ones appearing in reservoirs
with faults, this MPFA O-method leads to unacceptable fluxes and must therefore
be modified?, by introducing two linear approximations of u in some sub-cells Kv.
3.2. L- and G-methods
As already mentioned, many choices are available to compute consistent conserva-
tive fluxes from piecewise linear approximations of u around each vertex. Another
well-studied MPFA method is the L-method, introduced in Ref. ? for quadrilateral
meshes. The major difference of the L-method with respect to the O-method are:
(i) no edge unknowns need to be introduced as the gradient themselves are the
additional unknowns to eliminate, (ii) the continuity and sub-flux conservativity
equations are written only on 2 edges, (iii) the continuity of the piecewise linear
approximation is imposed on whole edges (not only at edge midpoints), and (iv)
the gradients and piecewise linear approximation constructed on sub-cells Kv, Lv,
. . ., depend on the edge σ through which we want to compute the flux and are thus
not common to all sub-fluxes around v.
Still using the notations in Fig. 2, let us consider the sub-flux FK,σ,v and let
us introduce ∇σMvu, ∇σKvu and ∇σLvu, the three constant gradients of a piecewise
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linear approximation of u on Mv ∪Kv ∪ Lv. As mentioned above, these gradients
will only be used to compute FK,σ,v and other gradients would be used if we were
to compute FK,σ′,v for example (ergo the super-script σ in ∇σMvu, ∇σKvu, ∇σLvu).
In the L-method, full continuity is imposed for this approximation:
∀x ∈ [vxσ′ ] : uK + (∇σKvu) · (x− xK) = uM + (∇σMvu) · (x− xM )
∀x ∈ [vxσ] : uK + (∇σKvu) · (x− xK) = uL + (∇σLvu) · (x− xL)
(3.6)
These equations can be equivalently written only at v, xσ′ and v, xσ respectively,
and they provide 4 conditions on the 6 degrees of freedom of the 3 gradients. The
sub-flux conservativities give the remaining 2 equations
ΛK∇σKvu · nK,σ′ + ΛM∇σMvu · nM,σ′ = 0
ΛK∇σKvu · nK,σ + ΛL∇σLvu · nL,σ = 0.
(3.7)
System (3.6)-(3.7) is therefore square and invertible in general (otherwise, work-
arounds can be designed?). The local gradients can then be expressed in terms
of the cell unknowns uM , uK and uL, and so does the sub-flux FK,σ,v =
−d(v,xσ)ΛK∇σKvu · nK,σ.
Remark 3.5. If σ or σ′ is a boundary edge, then the corresponding right-hand side
in (3.6) is fixed by the value of ub and the corresponding conservativity equation in
(3.7) is removed. System (3.6)-(3.7) remains square, of size 4 (if only one edge is a
boundary edge) or 2 (if both σ and σ′ are boundary edges).
This is however but one choice that can be made to compute the flux through σ.
Another natural choice would be to use the edges σ and σ′′ instead of σ and σ′ in
(3.6)-(3.7). This would give another sub-flux FK,σ,v in terms of uK , uL, uN . In the
L-method, the choice between using σ, σ′ or σ, σ′′ is made according to a criterion?
involving transmissibility signs and ensuring that each cell unknown uM , uK , uL
or uK , uL, uN contributes with the most physically-relevant sign to the sub-flux
through [vxσ]. Full formulas can be obtained
? in the case of homogeneous media
and grids made of parallelograms and, in the case of moderate skewness of the
diffusion tensor and the grid, the chosen criterion indeed leads to the correct signs.
Remark 3.6. The L-method does not suffer from the same issues (and does not
need modification) as the original MPFA O-method on meshes with faults?.
A generalisation of the L-method, the G-method, has been proposed in Ref. ?.
Its principles are the same (full continuity of u and conservativity of the fluxes on
some edges), but the above selection criterion is not applied and the global fluxes
through σ are built as convex combinations of all possible sub-fluxes through this
edge. These combinations are chosen according to some local index, designed to
improve the coercivity properties of the scheme.
Remark 3.7. Contrary to the O-scheme, construction of the L- and G-scheme on
general 3D polyhedral meshes is straightforward?. Indeed, no face unknown is intro-
duced and there is always, whatever the number of faces that meet at a given vertex,
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enough degrees of freedom (one local constant gradient per face which contains the
vertex) to impose the local conservativity of sub-fluxes.
Remark 3.8. The MPFA U-method? is based on principles a bit similar to the L-
method, computing the flux through [vxσ] by mixing midpoint continuity (3.1) (at
xσ) and the full continuity on [vxσ′ ] and [vxσ′′ ] (as in (3.6)). The local gradients
also depend on the edge σ through which we compute the sub-flux.
3.3. Coercivity and convergence of MPFA methods
MPFA methods are linearly exact, and therefore consistent in the sense (1.13),
but they are not coercive in general. Using reference elements (or curvilinear co-
ordinates) such as in Finite Element methods, constructions of symmetric definite
positive MPFA O-methods have been proposed on quadrilateral (hexahedral in 3D)
meshes in Refs. ?, ?, ? and on general 2D polygonal meshes in Ref. ?. However,
these methods method turn out to be numerically less stable than the MPFA O-
method presented above? (constructed in physical space). Convergence of these
reference element-based O-methods even sometimes seems to be lost in presence of
anisotropy or perturbed mesh, when the O-method constructed in physical space
still converges?, ?, ?. A reason for this loss of convergence, in view of Sec. 1.2, is
probably the following?: when constructing the method on a reference mesh, the
coercivity properties of the scheme matrix depends on the mesh regularity (via the
Piola mapping) and may degenerate for strongly perturbed meshes as the mesh size
tends to 0, thus preventing from establishing energy estimates in a proper discrete
H10 norm for which the compactness result of Step (C2) in Sec. 1.2 would hold.
It has been proved that the physical O-method is coercive (and gives a symmetric
definite positive matrix) on meshes made of parallelograms (parallelepiped in 3D)
with (xK)K∈M the centres of gravity of the cells?, ?. This is also true for meshes
made of triangles (tetrahedra in 3D), provided that the unknown uσ used to con-
struct the piecewise linear approximation of u in Kv is not located at xσ but closer
to v (see Refs. ?, ?). Except in those particular instances, proofs of convergence of
MPFA methods are always done by assuming some coercivity property.
Ref. ? compares the MPFA O-method on 2D quadrilateral meshes to a non-
symmetric Mixed Finite Element method (using a particular quadrature rule) and
obtains, under a global coercivity assumption on the system matrix, O(hM) error
estimates for the approximate solution and fluxes, under the assumptions Λ ∈ C1(Ω)
and u ∈ H2(Ω). In a recent study?, the MPFA O-method is compared on 2D or 3D
polyhedral meshes satisfying (3.5) to a non-symmetric Mimetic Finite Difference
method (see Sec. 4). Under local coercivity assumptions, O(hαM) error estimates
are obtained when Λ ∈ C1(Ω) and u ∈ H1+α(Ω) (α > 1/2 in 3D).
The regularity assumptions on Λ and u required to establish these error estimates
are not compatible with usual field applications (see Sec. 1.2). It is however possible
to perform the full convergence analysis of the MPFA O- and L-method without
assuming any non-physical smoothness on the data, by following the path sketched
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in Sec. 1.2. This is done in Ref. ? for the MPFA O-method and in Ref. ? for the
MPFA L- and G-method. In these references, the convergence of MPFA methods
on generic grids, in 2D or 3D (without assuming (3.5)), is proved by only assuming
(1.2)—(1.4) and some local coercivity conditions which can be checked in numerical
experiments.
The numerical study of the convergence of MPFA methods has also been per-
formed in a number of articles?, ?, ?. As expected, the numerical orders of convergence
of the O-method are usually O(h2M) for u and O(hM) for the fluxes, provided that
u ∈ H2. If u ∈ H1+α with α ≥ 0, the orders of convergence seem to be? min(2, 2α)
for u and min(1, α) for its fluxes (min(2, α) for the fluxes in case of smooth meshes).
It has nonetheless been noticed? that, for anisotropy ratios (the largest eigenvalue
of Λ divided by the smallest eigenvalue of Λ) of order 1000 or more, the MPFA O-
method no longer seems to converge on distorted grids, due to its loss of coercivity.
L- and G-methods have similar numerical behaviours, but they seem more stable
than the O-method in presence of strong anisotropy or on irregular meshes used in
basin simulation?, ?.
3.4. Maximum principle for MPFA methods
When the mesh satisfies the orthogonality condition (2.5), MPFA methods are iden-
tical to the TPFA scheme and are therefore monotone. As mentioned, however, such
orthogonality conditions are too restrictive in practice.
For some particular meshes, such as polygonal meshes whose cells are the union
of triangles satisfying the Delaunay condition (the interaction regions are then tri-
angles), the O-method is monotone if Λ is constant. In the general case, conditions
can be found? on the triangle angles and the diffusion tensor to ensure that the
O-method gives rise to an M-matrix, and these conditions can be used to modify
the positions of the mesh vertices in order to try and get an M-matrix. However,
for large anisotropy ratios, such a modification may fail.
In most cases, the L-method displays better monotony properties than the O-
method. The sufficient conditions of Ref. ? (see below) are satisfied by the L-method
on a larger class of meshes and tensors than for the O-method and, even in cases
where monotony is violated, the L-method seems to present much less oscillations
than the O-method?.
One way to mitigate the problem of large anisotropy in the O-method, which
leads to non-monotony and inaccuracies, is to apply a stretching? of the physical
space to reduce the anisotropy ratio of Λ. This stretching does not seem necessary for
regular hexagonal meshes but mandatory for triangular meshes when the anisotropy
ratio is larger than 10.
The inaccuracy of the O-method in case of strong anisotropy can also be reduced
by using a variant of the MPFA O-method introduced (in 2D) separately in Ref. ?
under the name “Enriched MPFA O-method” (EMPFA) and in Ref. ? under the
name “Full pressure support scheme” (FPS). This method relaxes the constraints on
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edge and cell unknowns by adding vertices unknowns, which gives enough degrees
of freedom to assume the full continuity of the approximation of u on the sub-edges
(not only at midpoints). This approximation is taken either piecewise linear (on the
triangles xσvxK , xKvxσ′ , etc.) or piecewise bilinear (on the subcells vxσ′xKxσ,
vxσxLxσ′′ , etc.) and the new vertex unknown at v is eliminated by integrating (1.1)
on a small domain around v. The monotony (using M-matrix conditions introduced
Ref. ?) and coercivity of the bilinear variant are analysed for quadrangular meshes
in Ref. ? and for triangular meshes in Ref. ?. However, even if the EMPFA/FPS
method improves the monotony properties of the O-method in a number of numeri-
cal tests, it remains unstable (non coercive) in case of strong anisotropy?. According
to Ref. ?, ?, these improved monotony properties stem from imposing the continuity
of the approximation on whole sub-edges, which prevents the EMPFA/FPS method
from displaying decoupling properties of the O-method shown to be the cause of
spurious oscillations. As mentioned above, the L-method also imposes continuities
of full edges and presents improved monotony characteristics with respect to the
O-method (its extension to 3D meshes moreover appears to be more straightfor-
ward than the extension of cell-centred EMPFA/FPS method). However, to our
best knowledge, numerical or theoretical comparisons of the EMPFA/FPS and L
methods still remain to be done.
A series of interesting results deserves to be mentioned here on the issue of
the monotony of generic 9-point schemes on quadrilateral grids (which contain the
MPFA methods). Sufficient conditions?, ? for the monotony of such scheme can be
obtained if Λ is constant, which provide guidance to generate meshes on which
MPFA methods are monotone, and also show that 7-point methods (such as the
L-method) enjoy better monotony properties in general?. These results also prove?
that no linear 9-point scheme on generic quadrilateral meshes, which is exact on
linear solutions, can be monotone for any Λ (this has already been noticed, under
another form, in Ref. ?).
3.5. To summarise: MPFA methods
The main strengths of MPFA methods are their cell-centred characteristic and a
local computation of the fluxes (only cell unknowns close to an edge are used in
the computation of the flux across this edge), which lead to acceptable stencils: 9
on 2D quadrilaterals, 27 on 3D hexahedral. A (small) disadvantage is the necessity
to solve local systems to eliminate the edge/gradient unknowns, which may prove
non-invertible in some cases and therefore require to locally modify the method?, ?.
This however seems to happen relatively rarely and most numerical tests presented
in the literature run without this issue.
A more undesirable characteristic of the MPFA method is their conditional coer-
civity and monotony. Despite numerous works on the topic, it is not always obvious
to establish a priori the range of coercivity or monotony of an MPFA method on
a generic mesh or with a generic diffusion tensor. As a consequence, unforeseen
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instabilities and loss of convergence may occur.
The question therefore remains to find a FV method which would be uncondi-
tionally coercive and monotone on any type of mesh...
4. HMM methods
Hybrid Mimetic Mixed (HMM) methods are made up of three families of methods,
separately developed in the last ten years or so: the Hybrid Finite Volume method?
(HFV), the Mimetic Finite Difference method?, ? (MFD) and the Mixed Finite Vol-
ume method? (MFV). It has recently been understood? that all these methods are
in fact identical and, therefore, that any analysis made for one also applies to the
other two.
In HMM methods, the main unknowns are cell unknowns (uK)K∈M and edge
unknowns (uσ)σ∈E (approximations of (u(xσ))σ∈E where, as in Sec. 3, xσ is the
centre of gravity of σ). Of the three families gathered in HMM methods, MFV
methods are the ones with the most classical FV presentation, involving imposed
balance and conservativity equations (1.9)-(1.10). Contrary to MPFA methods, edge
unknowns are not eliminated and the computation of the fluxes is made through
local inner products, thus ensuring the coercivity of the scheme.
For given fluxes FK = (FK,σ)σ∈EK on ∂K, we introduce the vector
vK(FK) = − 1|K|Λ
−1
K
∑
σ∈EK
FK,σ(xσ − xK). (4.1)
Stokes’ formula shows that if u is linear in K and FK,σ = −|σ|ΛK∇u|K ·nK,σ, then
vK(FK) = ∇u|K . Hence, vK(FK) can be considered as a consistent approximation
of ∇u on K. Letting
TK(FK) = (TK,σ(FK))σ∈EK with TK,σ(FK) =
1
|σ|FK,σ + ΛKvK(FK) · nK,σ, (4.2)
the following local inner product is defined
[FK , GK ]K = |K|vK(FK) · ΛKvK(GK) + TK(GK)TBKTK(FK) (4.3)
(where BK is a symmetric definite positive matrix) and the relation between the
fluxes and the cell and edge unknowns is
∀GK = (GK,σ)σ∈EK ∈ REK : [FK , GK ]K =
∑
σ∈EK
(uK − uσ)GK,σ. (4.4)
An MFV scheme is defined by (1.9)-(1.10)-(4.2)-(4.3)-(4.4) for some choices of
(BK)K∈M, with Dirichlet boundary conditions enforced by imposing the value of
uσ if σ ∈ Eext. Neumann boundary conditions are as easily considered? by imposing
the value of FK,σ for all σ ∈ Eext.
Remark 4.1. For a given edge σ ∈ EK , using GK(σ) = (δσ,σ′)σ′∈EK (δσ,σ′ being
Kronecker’s symbol), we can see? that
uσ − uK = vK(FK) · (xσ − xK)− TK(GK(σ))TBKTK(FK). (4.5)
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Given that TK vanishes on exact fluxes of linear functions and that vK(FK) ≈
∇u|K , (4.5) shows that (4.4) is a Taylor expansion with second order remainder.
MFD methods are constructed starting from (4.4) and looking for inner products
[·, ·]K which satisfy the following consistency condition (discrete Stokes’ formula):
for all affine function q and all GK = (GK,σ)σ∈EK ∈ REK ,
[(Λ∇q)I , G]K +
∫
K
q(x)(DIVhGK)dx =
∑
σ∈EK
1
|σ|GK,σ
∫
σ
q(x)dS(x), (4.6)
where ((Λ∇q)I)K,σ = |σ|ΛK∇q|K · nK,σ and DIVhGK = 1|K|
∑
σ∈EK GK,σ is the
natural discrete divergence of the discrete vector fieldGK . From the consistency con-
dition (4.6), an algebraic decomposition of the matrix of [·, ·]K(e) can be obtained?
and used to prove? that any inner product satisfying (4.6) has the form (4.3) for
some symmetric positive definite BK .
Relation (4.4) can be inverted to express the fluxes in terms of the cell and edge
unknowns and eliminate them. By doing so, we obtain? the HFV scheme. To write
down this formulation of the HMM methods, we introduce for any given vector
u = ((uK)K∈M, (uσ)σ∈E) the following discrete gradient in K:
∇Ku = 1|K|
∑
σ∈EK
|σ|(uσ − uK)nK,σ. (4.7)
Stokes’ formula shows that this gradient is exact if the vector u interpolates a linear
function at (xK)K∈M, (xσ)σ∈E (it can also be seen? that if u and FK are related
by (4.4) then ∇Ku = vK(FK)). The function
SK(u) = (SK,σ(u))σ∈EK with SK,σ(u) = uσ − uK −∇Ku · (xσ − xK) (4.8)
is therefore a first order Taylor expansion, which vanishes on interpolants
of linear functions. The formulation of the HFV method is then: find u =
((uK)K∈M, (uσ)σ∈E) (where uσ is fixed by ub if σ ∈ Eext) such that, for any vector
v = ((vK)K∈M, (vσ)σ∈E) with vσ = 0 if σ ∈ Eext,∑
K∈M
|K|ΛK∇Ku · ∇Kv +
∑
K∈M
SK(v)
T B˜KSK(u) =
∑
K∈M
vK
∫
K
f, (4.9)
where (B˜K)K∈M are symmetric positive definite matrices (which depend on the
matrices (BK)K∈M in (4.4)). This formulation is clearly a discretisation of the
weak formulation (1.5) of (1.1).
Remark 4.2. The original MFV, MFD and HFV methods are slightly less general
than the ones presented here. The original MFV method writes (4.5) with a different
(stronger) stabilisation, the original MFD method only consider the case where
xK is the centre of gravity of K, and the original HFV method is only written
using diagonal matrices B˜K . Most of the analysis developed for each of these three
methods however extends to the general HMM method.
ei.e. the matrix MK such that [FK , GK ]K = GTKMKFK .
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4.1. Coercivity and convergence of HMM methods
HMM methods are built on inner products and are therefore unconditionally coer-
cive (under natural and not very restrictive assumptions on the mesh regularity).
As a consequence and since they are linearly exact, they enjoy nice stability and
convergence properties. The path of convergence described in Sec. 1.2 has been
successfully applied to HMM methods in Refs. ?, ?. Assuming that ub = 0 and
taking v = u in the discrete variational formulation (4.9) gives a natural discrete
H10 norm (the square root of the left-hand side of the equation), for which one can
establish a Poincare´ inequality and a discrete Rellich theorem. The convergence
of HMM schemes therefore holds even if Λ is discontinuous and u only belongs
to H1. For simplicial meshes, the stabilisation term in (4.3) can be removed? (i.e.
BK = 0) without losing the coercivity, although numerical results are then slightly
less accurate.
Nevertheless, numerical tests?, ? indicate that the choice of BK usually plays little
role in the accuracy of the scheme, provided that this matrix is scaled accordingly
to some measure of the eigenvalues of ΛK (e.g. the trace of this tensor) and that its
coercivity properties incorporate geometric information such as face sizes? in case
of very distorted meshes?. Let us however notice that, in some cases, BK can be
selected to ensure the monotony of the HMM method (see Sec. 4.2).
This analysis of HMM method has been extended to convection-diffusion
equations?, with various discretisations of the convection term (centred, upwind,
mimetic-based?). General forms of “automated upwinding” of the convection, scaled
by the local diffusion strength, are studied in Ref. ? and shown to be accurate in
all regimes (diffusion- or convection-dominated). Numerical experiments also show
that much better results are obtained, in case of strong anisotropy and heterogene-
ity in a convection-dominated regime, if the upwinding is made with edge unknowns
rather than cell unknowns (see also Ref. ? for the Navier-Stokes equations). This is
probably general to many methods involving edge unknowns, but this would need
to be theoretically and numerically investigated in a more thorough way.
As HMM methods are based on full gradients reconstructions vK(FK) or ∇Ku,
they are particularly well-suited to non-linear equations and have been adapted to
a number of meaningful models such as fully non-linear equations of the Leray-
Lions type? (appearing in particular in models of non-newtonian fluids), miscible
flows in porous media? or the Navier-Stokes equations?. Since the technique in
Sec. 1.2 neither relies on the linearity of the equation nor on the regularity of
the solution, complete convergence analyses of HMM methods for these models
are successfully carried out in these references (along with benchmarking), under
assumptions compatible with applications.
A cell-centred modification (the SUCCES scheme) of the HMM method, elimi-
nating the edge unknowns by computing them as convex combinations of cell un-
knowns, has been proposed and analysed in Ref. ? for (1.1) and in Ref. ? for non-
linear elliptic equations. This modification ends up with less unknowns than the
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HMM method (only cell unknowns) and is still unconditionally coercive, but it has
a larger stencil than MPFA methods and it displays less accurate numerical results
on grids provoking numerical locking or if Λ is discontinuous? (in this latter case,
accuracy issues can be mitigated by retaining edge unknowns at the discontinuities,
giving rise to the SUSHI scheme).
When (xK)K∈M are the centres of gravity of the cells, HMM methods are the
original (edge-based) MFD methods and all results on these methods apply to HMM
methods, for example: convergence rates for smooth data and super-convergence of
u if a proper lifting of the numerical fluxes exists?, ?, a posteriori estimators usable
for mesh refinement?, ?, higher order methods designed to recover optimal orders
of convergence on the fluxes?, ?, ?, or extension to non-planar faces?, ?, ?. We will
not delve into more details here and we refer to Ref. ? for a comprehensive review
of MFD methods. One open issue however seems interesting to mention regarding
the extensions of MFD methods which introduce additional flux unknowns (higher
order methods or methods for non-planar faces). These methods are based on the
construction of local scalar products satisfying a generalisation of the consistency
relation (4.6) on the expanded flux space. Algebraic decomposition of these scalar
product matrices are known?, ?, but the question remains open to find expression of
these products purely based on geometrical quantities such as in (4.3). This would
in particular eliminate the need to solve local algebraic problems to construct them.
Remark 4.3 (Mixing MPFA and HMM ideas). In Refs. ?, ?, the sub-cells
flux continuity of the MPFA methods is combined with the gradient and stabilisa-
tion (4.7)-(4.8) of HMM methods (on the same sub-cells, by introducing half-edge
unknowns) to construct an unconditionally coercive and convergent scheme. If the
mesh and diffusion tensors are not too skewed, the sub-cells can be defined using
particular harmonic edge points (instead of xσ), where the solution can be inter-
polated using only the two neighbouring cell values. In this case, the half-edge
unknowns can be eliminated vertex by vertex, as in the O-method, and a 9-point
stencil cell-centred scheme is recovered on quadrilateral meshes.
Another mixing of MPFA and HMM ideas can be found in the method presented
in Ref. ?. This method uses, as the MPFA O-method, additional face unknowns (as
many on σ as the number of vertices of σ) but constructs local “scalar products” in
each sub-cell around a given vertex, trying to satisfy the local consistency conditions
(4.6). Except on simplicial meshes, construction of such consistent coercive scalar
products is not theoretically proved, but when they exists their block structure
around each vertex allows one, as in the O-method, to eliminate the face unknowns
and obtain a coercive method with the same stencil as the O-method.
Remark 4.4 (Mixing HMM, MPFA and dG ideas). Ref. ? proposes a scheme
which mixes HMM, MPFA and dG ideas. This method consists in constructing a
finite-dimensional subspace Vh of piecewise affine functions, whose gradient in each
cell is given by (4.7) in which the edge unknowns are computed from cell unknowns
using the elimination technique of the MPFA L-method. This space Vh is then used
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in a Finite-Element like discretisation of (1.5) with a bilinear form including jumps
penalisations as in dG methods.
If the edges unknowns are not eliminated then numerical fluxes can be found?
such that this scheme satisfies the balance and conservativity equations (1.9)-(1.10).
4.2. Maximum principle for HMM methods
HMM methods are usually not monotone, even on parallelogram meshes and for
constant Λ. In simple cases, one can obtain necessary and/or sufficient conditions
on the diffusion tensor and the mesh for the existence (i.e. a choice of BK) of a
monotone HMM method?, ?. The idea is to hybridise the method (i.e. eliminate
the cell unknowns, see Sec. 4.4) and to analyse if the corresponding matrix is an
M-matrix and if the corresponding right-hand side is non-negative whenever f ≥ 0.
For simplicial meshes, a necessary and sufficient condition of monotony of any
HMM method is that ΛKnK,σ · nK,σ′ < 0 for all K ∈ M and all σ 6= σ′ ∈ EK (if
Λ is isotropic, this comes down to imposing that all angles of the simplicial meshes
are less that pi/2). Necessary monotony conditions can be written for meshes made
of parallelograms or parallelepipeds, which turn out to be identical to the condi-
tions in 2D for 9-point cell-centred schemes?. These conditions give insights on how
to construct, using the algebraic point of view of MFD methods, the matrices of
the local scalar products [·, ·]K in (4.3), but remain to be translated into geometric
constructions of proper BK matrices. Although similar conditions can also be writ-
ten for other types of meshes, such as locally refined rectangular meshes?, a more
thorough analysis remains to be done to find necessary and/or sufficient monotony
conditions for HMM methods on generic meshes. Ref. ? suggests, in the absence
of such an analysis, to use a heuristic based on constructing BK by solving local
optimisation problems which penalise the scalar products [·, ·]K whose matrix is not
an M-matrix.
4.3. Coercivity vs. Monotony vs. Accuracy
If a scheme’s matrix has negative eigenvalues, any negative mode will be amplified
when the scheme is applied to a transient equation, thus provoking the explosion of
the solution. Fig. 3 illustrates this phenomenon when a (non-coercive) G-scheme and
a time-implicit discretisation (involving 150 time steps) is applied with Ω = (0, 1)2
and final time T = 0.1 to ∂tu− div(Λ∇u) = 0 with ub = 0 and
Λ(x, y) =
1
x2 + y2
(
10−3x2 + y2 (10−3 − 1)xy
(10−3 − 1)xy x2 + 10−3y2
)
, u(0, ·) =
{
1 on ( 14 ,
3
4 )
2,
0 elsewhere.
The coercivity of a scheme does not only ensure that it converges as the mesh is
refined, but also that it does not explode in transient cases as shown for the HMM
method in Fig. 3 (the HMM solution is quite close to the expected solution in this
test case).
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Mesh pattern G-scheme solution, HMM solution,
(mesh=10× 10 reproduction minu = −9× 10240 minu = −7.9× 10−3
of this pattern) maxu = 7× 10240 maxu = 0.52
Fig. 3. Explosion of a non-coercive method applied to a transient problem.
The convergence insured by the coercivity of a method however does not mean
that it is always accurate (only that it is accurate as the mesh size tends to 0).
For instance, the unconditionally coercive HMM method may display very bad
numerical behaviour in presence of strong misalignment between the grid directions
and the principal directions of diffusion. In Fig. 4, we present the numerical solutions
produced by an HMM method and the G-scheme for the constant diagonal tensor
Λ = diag(104, 1) and the exact solution u(x, y) = x(1 − x)y(1 − y). The strong
oscillations displayed by the HMM method in this example are probably due to
its lack of monotony properties and to its non-local computations of the numerical
fluxes (FK,σ is expressed in term of all the edge unknowns around K, not just
unknowns around σ). Although it can be checked that the G-scheme is not coercive
(and therefore not monotone) on this test case, its local computation of the fluxes
prevents its solution from presenting spurious oscillations, and therefore seems to
improve its “apparent” monotony properties.
Mesh HMM G-scheme
Fig. 4. Numerical test with strong anisotropy ratio. The G-scheme is not coercive in this test case.
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4.4. To summarise: HMM methods
The strength of HMM methods is their unconditional coercivity, on any mesh and for
any diffusion tensor. This is achieved at the cost of a larger number of unknowns
(cell and edge unknowns) than in MPFA methods, but hybridisation techniques
can be applied as in Mixed Finite Element methods to locally eliminate the cell
unknowns and retain only the edge unknowns. This unconditional coercivity ensures
the robustness of HMM methods (no explosion for transient equations) and provides
the means for full convergence analyses for a vast range of different complex models,
involving non-linearities and non-smooth data and solutions.
HMM methods are however not always monotone and, despite the large freedom
in their construction (through the choice of the matrices BK), the analysis of their
monotony range is to date very limited. Another weakness is their relative non-
local computation of the fluxes, as FK,σ depends on all edge unknowns around K.
Because of this, they may present inaccurate results on coarse meshes in presence
of strong anistropy – although their unconditional coercivity ensures that, as the
mesh is refined, the approximate solution converges to the exact solution.
The question still remains to find a FV method which would be unconditionally
coercive and monotone on any type of mesh...
5. DDFV methods
Discrete Duality Finite Volume (DDFV) methods have been introduced around the
early 2000’s?, ?, ?, but have been mostly studied after 2005?, ?, ?. The basic idea of
DDFV methods in 2D is a bit similar to MPFA methods and also draws some in-
spiration from Ref. ?. The initial remark is that the two values uK and uL around
σ only give an approximation of the local gradient in the direction (xKxL) and are
therefore insufficient to obtain an expression of the whole gradient around σ (when
the orthogonality condition (2.5) does not hold, the whole gradient is required to
compute an approximate flux FK,σ). So, as in MPFA methods, DDFV methods in-
troduce new unknowns to get an approximation of the gradient in another direction
than (xKxL). Using these approximate projections of the gradient on two indepen-
dent directions, an approximation of the whole gradient can be reconstructed in a
similar way as (3.1) defines the gradient (3.2) in MPFA methods.
The additional unknowns of DDFV methods are located at the vertices of the
mesh (we denote by V the set of vertices and we refer to Fig. 5 for notations).
From the cell (uK)K∈M and vertex (uv)v∈V unknowns and since
−→
vv′ and −−−−→xKxL are
linearly independent, a constant approximate gradient∇Du can be computed on the
diamondD := co(σ∪{xK})∪co(σ∪{xL})(f) by imposing∇Du·(xK−xL) = uK−uL
f“co” denotes the convex hull. Note that the diamond D may be non-convex (this is the case for
the diamond around σ′ in Fig. 5).
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L
xL
M σ
′
xM
v′
v
D
nK,σ
Pv
nv,τ
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σ̂τ
τ
σ
Fig. 5. DDFV primal meshes (continuous lines: K, L, M), dual meshes (dashed lines: Pv) and
diamonds (filled: D). nK,σ and nv,τ = unit normals to σ = [v,v
′] and τ = [xK ,xL].
and ∇Du · (v − v′) = uv − uv′ , which leads to?, ?
∇Du = 1
sin(σ̂τ)
(
uL − uK
d(xK ,xL)
nK,σ +
uv′ − uv
d(v,v′)
nv,τ
)
=
1
2|D| ((uL − uK)d(v,v
′)nK,σ + (uv′ − uv)d(xK ,xL)nv,τ ) ,
(5.1)
where σ̂τ is the angle between the straight lines (xKxL) and (vv
′) and |D| is the
area of D. One can then compute an approximate flux through σ:
FK,σ = −|σ|ΛD∇Du · nK,σ, (5.2)
where ΛD is the mean value of Λ on D. The balance equations on each cell (1.9)
then give as many equations as the number of cell unknowns. To close the system,
it remains to find as many equations as the number of vertex unknowns, which is
simply done by writing the balance equation on new cells (“dual cells”) constructed
around vertices. A natural choice?, ?, ?, ? for the dual cell around v is the polygon
Pv which has all the cell points xK ,xL, . . . around v as vertices (in dotted lines in
Fig. 5). The flux through the edge τ = [xK ,xL] of Pv can be computed using the
gradient on D:
Fv,τ = −|τ |ΛD∇Du · nv,τ (5.3)
and the balance of these fluxes around a vertex v reads∑
τ∈EPv
Fv,τ =
∫
Pv
f(x)dx. (5.4)
where EPv is the set of all edges of Pv. These balance equations around each vertex
complete the set of equations which define the DDFV method, that is (1.9)-(5.1)-
(5.2)-(5.3)-(5.4). Note that the flux conservativity across primal σ and dual τ edges
are naturally satisfied by (5.2) and (5.3).
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Remark 5.1. Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions are handled seamlessly.
The diamond around a boundary edge σ ∈ EK ∩ Eext is only made of the triangle
co(σ ∪ {xK}), and the gradient on D is constructed by replacing xL with a point
xσ ∈ σ (which is also used to define the dual cell around v) and uL with some
unknown uσ. Dirichlet boundary conditions then fix (uσ)σ∈Eext and (uv)v∈V∩∂Ω
using the values of ub, and (5.4) is not written for boundary vertices
?, ?. Neumann
boundary conditions simply impose the value of FK,σ, and (5.4) is written for all
vertices?.
The preceding construction is valid if all dual cells (Pv)v∈V have disjoint interiors
and, therefore, form a partition Ω. It may happen for peculiar meshes that the
preceding construction of Pv leads to overlapping dual cells. In this case, the scheme
must be modified and a possible choice? is to take for Pv the interaction region
around v from the MPFA methods (see Fig. 2).
If Λ is discontinuous across σ, the usage of its mean value on D in (5.2) and (5.3)
may lead to a loss of accuracy. In case this case, and still assuming that Λ is constant
on each (primal) cell K ∈ M, the DDFV scheme can be modified? by introducing
an unknown uσ at the point {xσ} = σ ∩ (xKxL) (or xσ if D is not convex and Pv
is the same interaction region as in MPFA methods), using it to compute constant
gradients in each half-diamond D ∩ K and D ∩ L and then eliminating it thanks
to the flux conservativity (1.10) through primal edges. Since there is no jump of
Λ through τ = [xK ,xL], the conservativity through this dual edge is ensured as
the sub-fluxes through [xK ,xσ] and [xσ,xL] use the same values of Λ on each
side of τ (respectively ΛK and ΛL) and the same gradient on each half diamond.
If Λ is also discontinuous across dual edges (which is not standard in reservoir
engineering), a further modification of the DDFV method has been proposed in
Ref. ?. This “m-DDFV” method uses local gradients which are constant in quarters
of diamonds. Four new unknowns need to be introduced in each diamond, and are
then eliminated by imposing (as in MPFA methods) flux conservativity equations
through the diamond diagonals.
Although this presentation of DDFV methods clearly shows that they are based
on FV principle (flux conservativity and balance), it does not explain the name
“Discrete Duality Finite Volume”. DDFV methods can be re-cast using discrete
gradient and divergence operators, in such a way that the Green-Stokes duality
formula holds at the discrete level?, ?, ?. The gradient operator, already defined,
takes cell and vertex values (assumed to represent piecewise constant functions in
primal and dual cells) and constructs a piecewise constant gradient on the diamonds.
The divergence operator takes a piecewise constant vector field (ξD)D on diamonds
and defines its divergence as piecewise constant functions on primal and dual cells
by writing the flux balances (1.9) and (5.4) with FK,σ = |σ|ξD · nK,σ and Fv,τ =
|τ |ξD ·nv,τ . Under this form, DDFV methods are based on similar principles as MFD
methods, which aim at satisfying the discrete Green-Stokes formula (4.6). They are
different methods but DDFV methods can be re-cast in a framework similar to
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MFD methods?.
Generalisation of DDFV methods to 3D is based on similar ideas as in the
2D case, but requires quite heavy notations to be properly defined. Two essen-
tially different 3D generalisations exist: methods using Cell and Vertex unknowns
(hence dubbed CeVe-DDFV) and methods relying on Cell, Vertex, Faces and Edges
unknowns (called CeVeFE-DDFV). Refs. ?, ?, ? design CeVe-DDFV methods by
reconstructing a piecewise constant gradient from its projection on −−−−→xKxL computed
using uK and uL, and its projection on the plane generated by σ computed using the
values on the vertices of σ. Linearly exact formulas can be found for this projected
gradient? but the discrete Poincare´ inequality (crucial to Step (C1) in Sec. 1.2)
only seems provable when all faces σ are triangles(g) and the CeVe-DDFV method
is therefore not coercive on generic meshes. Refs. ?, ? propose a CeVeFE-DDFV
method with a local gradient computed from its projection on −−−−→xKxL and
−→
vv′ (as
in 2D) and on a third face-edge direction. A third mesh is built around each face
and edge centres to obtain additional balance equations for the new face and edge
unknowns. This CeVeFE-DDFV method is coercive on any mesh, but at the cost
of additional unknowns with respect to the CeVe-DDFV method.
5.1. Coercivity and convergence of DDFV methods
Because DDFV methods are based on discrete gradient and divergence operators
which reproduce, as MFD methods, the Green-Stokes formula, discreteH10 estimates
can be obtained by mimicking the continuous integration by parts (1.11), provided
that the discrete Poincare´ inequality holds. This is the case in 2D, for the CeVeFE-
DDFV 3D method or for the CeVe-DDFV 3D method on meshes with triangular
faces. In these cases, DDFV methods are coercive and, being linearly exact, they
enjoy the corresponding stability and convergence properties.
The technique outlined in Sec. 1.2 has been applied? to prove the convergence,
without additional regularity assumption on the data or the solution, of the 2D
DDFV method using the mean values ΛD as in (5.2)-(5.3) (Ref. ? provides in fact a
convergence analysis for a non-linear equation, which contains (1.1) as a particular
case). An O(hM) error estimate for u and the discrete gradient are also established
if Λ is Lipschitz-continuous and u ∈ H2 (this estimate was known? for Λ = Id).
Concerning the m-DDFV method?, ?, an O(hM) error estimate for u and its
gradient has been proved in Ref. ? (also for a non-linear version of (1.1)), provided
that u is H2 on each half- or quarter-diamond. This regularity assumption does
not seem always satisfied (in particular if Ω or some cells around discontinuities of
Λ are not convex), but the path described in Sec. 1.2 could also be applied to the
m-DDFV method.
An O(hM) error estimate on u has been obtained in Ref. ? for the 3D CeVeFE-
DDFV method, under the assumptions that Λ is Lipschitz-continuous and that
gOr on cartesian grids?.
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u ∈ H2(Ω). We can however notice that this CeVeFE-DDFV method (as well as
the 2D DDFV scheme) is a Gradient Scheme? and, therefore, that its convergence
without regularity assumptions, for (1.1) as well as non-linear and non-local equa-
tions, follows from the general convergence analysis of Gradient Schemes?, ?.
As HMM methods, DDFV methods have been adapted to more complex models
than (1.1): non-linear elliptic equations?, ?, ?, stationary and transient convection-
diffusion equations?, ?, the cardiac bidomain model?, div-curl problems?, ?, degener-
ate hyperbolic-parabolic problems? (with assumptions on the mesh, see Sec. 5.2),
the linear Stokes equations with varying viscosity?, ?, semiconductor models? and
the Peaceman model?. The convergence analysis of DDFV methods is carried out
(sometimes under regularity assumptions) for all these models except the last two.
Analysis tools for the 3D CeVe-DDFV method are presented in Ref. ?, ? and used
to study its convergence for transient non-linear equations or systems.
5.2. Maximum principle for DDFV methods
On meshes satisfying the orthogonality conditions (2.1) or (2.5), DDFV methods
for (1.1) are identical to two TPFA schemes? (one on each primal and dual mesh),
and are therefore monotone. This monotony under orthogonality conditions on the
mesh is used in Ref. ? to study DDFV discretisations of degenerate hyperbolic-
parabolic equations, and in particular to establish discrete entropy inequalities on
approximate solutions. Study of the monotony of DDFV methods on generic meshes
however remains to be done.
5.3. To summarise: DDFV methods
As HMM methods, the main strength of DDFV methods is their unconditional coer-
civity (with some caveats for 3D methods, see above), which ensures their robustness
and allows one to adapt them and analyse their convergence for a number of models.
Another very practical property for the analysis of DDFV methods is their discrete
duality property (existence of discrete gradient and divergence operators satisfying
Stokes’ formula), which is also shared by HMM methods. An advantage of DDFV
methods over HMM methods is perhaps their more local computation of the fluxes
(FK,σ is expressed in terms of unknowns localised around the edge σ, whereas in
HMM methods this flux requires all edge unknowns around K).
A relative weakness of DDFV methods is their intricacy in 3D. The heavy and
numerous notations required for the definitions of 3D DDFV methods probably
makes them difficult to adopt by non-specialists and complexifies their analysis. In
particular, establishing the discrete duality formula is far from obvious. Once passed
these complicated notations, however, implementation of 3D DDFV methods is
not particularly difficult. The lack of monotony studies for DDFV methods is also
a gap in the literature, which would probably need to be filled to get a better
understanding on the possible applicability of these methods to multi-phase flow
models.
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And so our quest for an unconditionally coercive and monotone FV method on
any mesh continues...
6. Monotone and Minimum-Maximum preserving (MMP)
methods
Previously cited results?, ?, ?, ? show that no linear 9-point scheme on quadrangular
meshes, exact for linear functions (i.e. of formal order 2), can be monotone on any
distorted mesh or for any diffusion tensor. Some constraints must be relaxed... One
choice is to allow for larger stencils (see Ref. ? for a Finite Difference scheme).
For Finite Volume methods, the most common choice appears to be a relaxation
of the linearity of the scheme and the construction of non-linear “monotone” ap-
proximations of the linear equation (1.1). The obvious trade-of is that computing
the solution to the scheme will be more complex, requiring Picard or Newton itera-
tions, which may create computational issues (such as the choice of stopping crite-
ria). Also, the monotony, conservativity and/or consistency may only be achieved
for the genuine solution to the non-linear scheme, not at each iteration of these
algorithms?.
Contrary to MPFA, HMM or DDFV methods, schemes presenting discrete
minimum-maximum principles do not form a well defined family of methods but are
rather schemes constructed using similar ideas and trying to achieve the discrete
minimum principle (1.17) or the discrete minimum-maximum principle (1.18). As
we are considering non-linear schemes, these two principles are not equivalent and
we should make sure that we clearly separate both. Schemes satisfying (1.17) will
be called monotone, as a commonly used but somewhat misguided extension of the
vocabulary used for linear schemes(h), whereas schemes which satisfy (1.18) will be
called minimum-maximum preserving (MMP) schemes.
A widespread idea to obtain a monotone or MMP scheme is to compute two
linear fluxes F 1K,σ and F
2
K,σ for each interior edge and to define FK,σ as a convex
combination of F 1K,σ and F
2
K,σ with coefficients depending upon the unknown u:
FK,σ = µ
1
K,σ(u)F
1
K,σ + µ
2
K,σ(u)F
2
K,σ
with µ1K,σ(u) ≥ 0, µ2K,σ(u) ≥ 0 and µ1K,σ(u) + µ2K,σ(u) = 1.
(6.1)
The methods we consider here are cell-centred, but the definition of F 1K,σ and F
2
K,σ
may require to introduce additional unknowns (e.g. vertex, edge or other unknowns).
These unknowns are then eliminated, classically by expressing them as convex com-
binations of cell unknowns. The coefficients µ1K,σ(u) and µ
2
K,σ(u) are chosen to
eliminate the “bad” parts of F 1K,σ and F
2
K,σ, responsible for the possible loss of
monotony.
hIndeed, “monotone” non-linear methods do not necessarily preserve orders of boundary conditions
or of initial condition for time-dependent problems. They merely provide solutions which remain
non-negative when the boundary/initial conditions are non-negative.
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6.1. Non-linear “2pt-fluxes”: monotone schemes
The TPFA scheme is monotone thanks to its “2pt-flux” structure. This suggests to
try and build monotone methods on generic meshes by computing FK,σ with a “2pt”
formula, involving apparently only uK and uL but with coefficients depending on
all cell unknowns and boundary values U = ((uM )M∈M, (uσ)σ∈Eext) (same notation
as in Sec. 1.3). Indeed, assume that FK,σ is written
FK,σ = αK,L(U)uK − βK,L(U)uL with αK,L(U) > 0 and βK,L(U) > 0 (6.2)
(where L is the cell on the other side of σ ∈ EK ∩ Eint and L = σ whenever
σ ∈ EK ∩ Eext). Then the conservativity relation (1.10) imposes, assuming that it
must be satisfied for any value of U ,
αK,L(U) = βL,K(U) for any neighbour cells K and L. (6.3)
The scheme (1.9) can then be recast as
A(U)(uK)K∈M = (BK(U))K∈M, (6.4)
where BK(U) =
∫
K
f(x)dx +
∑
σ∈Eext∩EK βK,σ(U)uσ and the matrix A(U) has (i)
diagonal coefficients AK,K(U) =
∑
M αK,M (U) > 0 (the sum being on all M neigh-
bour cells or edges of K), (ii) extra-diagonal coefficients AK,L(U) = −βK,L(U) < 0
if K, L are neighbour cells, AK,L(U) = 0 otherwise, and (iii) is diagonally dominant
by column (strictly for columns L such that Eext ∩ EL 6= ∅) thanks to (6.3). The
graph of A(U) is also connected and (cf. Sec. 1.3) A(U)−1 therefore has non-negative
coefficients, which means that the scheme (6.4) satisfies (1.17).
6.1.1. Triangular meshes
A first idea? to achieve (6.2) via (6.1) on 2D triangular meshes is to compute, for
each interior edge σ and each i = 1, 2, a constant gradient ∇iu on the triangle
Ti = vixKxL (see notations in Fig. 6) by using unknown values (uvi , uK , uL) at
this triangle vertices. These gradients are given by (3.2) with xK replaced by vi and
xσ,xσ′ replaced by xK ,xL and, assuming Λ = Id, the linear conservative fluxes
F iK,σ (i = 1, 2) are then
?, ?
F iK,σ := −|σ|∇iu · nK,σ =
|σ|
2|Ti|
(
uKν
L
i + uLν
K
i − uvi(νKi + νLi )
) · nK,σ (6.5)
where |Ti| is the area of triangle Ti. The convex combination (6.1) is then designed
to eliminate, in FK,σ, the term
−|σ|
2
(
µ1σ(u)(ν
K
1 + ν
L
1 ) · nK,σ
|T1| uv1 +
µ2σ(u)(ν
K
2 + ν
L
2 ) · nK,σ
|T2| uv2
)
involving uv1 , uv2 and which prevents this flux from having the “2-pt structure”
(6.2). As νK1 + ν
L
1 + ν
K
2 + ν
L
2 = 0, valid choices of the coefficients are
µ1σ(u) =
uv2/|T2|
uv1/|T1|+ uv2/|T2|
and µ2σ(u) =
uv1/|T1|
uv1/|T1|+ uv2/|T2|
, (6.6)
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Fig. 6. Construction of a monotone scheme on triangular meshes. The vectors ν
K/L
i have the
length of the segment to which they are orthogonal.
provided that uv1 and uv2 are both non-negative and not simultaneously equal to 0
(in this last case, we can still take µ1σ = µ
2
σ =
1
2 ). Computing these vertex values by
convex combinations of the cell unknowns ensures that they are non-negative when-
ever all cell unknowns are non-negative. Two combinations are suggested in Ref. ?,
but none of them takes into account the possible non-smoothness of u around dis-
continuities of Λ and the resulting schemes therefore suffer from a loss of consistency
around these discontinuities (see Remark 6.3).
With the choices (6.5)-(6.6), it can be proved that, provided that (xK)K∈M
are at the intersections of the bisectors of the triangles K ∈ M (this is where the
restriction on the mesh, i.e. that it is made of triangles, comes into play), FK,σ
given by (6.1) indeed has the “2pt structure” (6.2) with positive coefficients.
Remark 6.1. This construction of fluxes only makes sense if all uK are non-
negative, and the scheme’s matrix A(U) in (6.4) is therefore well defined only for
non-negative cell unknowns. This is not a practical issue as the non-linear system
(6.4) is often solved by iterating an algorithm of the form A(Un)(un+1K )K∈M =
(BK(U
n))K∈M with all components of BK(Un) non-negative if all components of
Un are non-negative. By the properties of A(U), all unK found in these iterations
are non-negative and A(Un) is therefore well defined.
The modification of this method? for heterogeneous anisotropic tensors Λ con-
sists in taking xK at the intersection of the bisectors for the ΛK-metric of triangle
K and in introducing an additional unknown uσ at the edge midpoint xσ. Four
fluxes F i,MK,σ are then computed using gradients in the triangles vixMxσ (i = 1, 2,
M = K,L) and the flux continuities F i,KK,σ = F
i,L
K,σ are written to eliminate the
unknown uσ and to obtain two fluxes F
i
K,σ, which are then used in (6.1). New co-
efficients µiσ(u) are found which eliminate the uvi terms and, thanks to the initial
choice of xK , FK,σ has the structure (6.2).
This method has been extended to 3D tetrahedral meshes in Ref. ? (using convex
combinations of three linear fluxes instead of two) and to general 2D polygonal
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meshes in Ref. ?, albeit in this last case at the expense of a loss of consistency of
the method, especially for strong anisotropic tensors.
These non-linear 2pt-fluxes methods are not coercive in general and no conver-
gence proof is provided in the literature. However, numerical tests show for smooth
data a generic order of convergence 2 for the solution and 1 for its gradient. Some
numerical simulations? also confirm that the solution does not satisfy the full dis-
crete minimum-maximum principle (1.18) in general: the approximate solution for
f = 0 may present values beyond the maximum of the boundary values, and even
internal oscillations.
6.1.2. Polygonal meshes
Ref. ? presents the construction of consistent 2pt-fluxes (6.2) on polygonal meshes
using similar ideas to Ref. ?, ?. The starting point is, for σ ∈ EK , to select two
vertices v1,v2 of K such that ΛKnK,σ is in the positive cone generated by
−−−→xKv1
and −−−→xKv2 (cf Fig. 7).
 
 
xK K
v2
σ xL
v4
L
ΛLnL,σ
nK,σ
ΛKnK,σ
v1
v3
Fig. 7. Construction of a monotone scheme on polygonal meshes.
The flux through σ outside K can then be approximated by a positive combina-
tion of −∇u ·−−−→xKvi ≈ d(xK ,vi)(uK −uvi) (i = 1, 2) and this gives a first numerical
flux F 1K,σ = aK,σ(uK − uv1) + bK,σ(uK − uv2), with non-negative coefficients aK,σ
and bK,σ. The same construction from cell L gives a numerical flux outside K (i.e.
inside L) F 2K,σ = −aL,σ(uL − uv3) − bL,σ(uL − uv4) with v3,v4 vertices of L and
aL,σ, bL,σ non-negative. The total flux is then obtained as in Refs. ?, ? by a convex
combination (6.1) designed to eliminate the coefficients of uvi and to provide the
conservativity of the global flux:
µ1K,σ(u) =
aL,σuv3 + bL,σuv4
aK,σuv1 + bK,σuv2 + aL,σuv3 + bL,σuv4
,
µ2K,σ(u) =
aK,σuv1 + bK,σuv2
aK,σuv1 + bK,σuv2 + aL,σuv3 + bL,σuv4
.
The resulting flux (6.1) is well defined provided that all uvi are non-negative (if
they are all equal to 0, we take µiK,σ(u) = 1/2) and has the “2pt-structure” (6.2).
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The vertex values uvi are computed using convex combinations of cell values as
in Ref. ? or, in case of discontinuity of Λ, by writing down the flux conservativity
and the continuity of tangential gradients at the vertices. This last method however
sometimes fails to provide non-negative vertex values uvi from non-negative cell
values, in which case a simple convex combination must be used.
As for the methods constructed in Refs. ?, ?, no proof of convergence is provided
in Ref. ? but numerical experiments shows convergence, with rates 2 for u and 1
for the fluxes for smooth data. However, for strongly anisotropic Λ, the rate of
convergence for u seems reduced, at least at available mesh sizes.
This method has been applied to advection-diffusion equations? (for a constant
Λ), using the same kind of discretisation of the advection term as in Ref. ?, i.e. a
higher order method with slopes limiters.
A variant can be constructed? using edge unknowns uσ (instead of vertices
unknowns) and eliminating them as in the MPFA O-method. This process may
however produce negative uσ’s from non-negative uK ’s and, when this happens,
uσ must be computed using a simple convex combination of uK ’s. Although the
number of iterations required to compute the solution are reduced in Ref. ? with
respect to Ref. ?, it seems much higher than for the methods in Refs. ?, ? (see Sec.
6.2), for which the number of iterations appears to remain bounded independently
on the mesh size.
The ideas of Ref. ? have also been used in Ref. ?, ?, but by expressing ΛKnK,σ
as a positive combination of −−−−→xKxLi , for some cell or edges L1, L2, instead of −−−→xKvi
for some vertices v1,v2. This choice does not require to interpolate new vertex
or edge unknowns, which is an advantage since such interpolations may lead to
inaccuracies if not well chosen?. However, when Λ is discontinuous across an edge,
the cell centres on each side must be moved according to the heterogeneity of Λ
(in such a way that (2.5) holds for this edge). As a consequence, the method is
applicable only if each cell has at most one edge across which Λ is discontinuous,
which restricts the number and positions of diffusion jumps. This method has been
extended to general 3D polyhedral meshes in Refs. ?, ?.
6.2. Non-linear multi-point fluxes: MMP schemes
As mentioned above, methods based on the form (6.2) are monotone but do not
satisfy the discrete minimum-maximum principle, mostly because they do not ensure
that
∑
L αK,L(U) ≥
∑
L βK,L(U). It is however possible to construct, on generic
3D meshes, non-linear MMP schemes provided the fluxes are computed using a
multi-point formula. More precisely, if
FK,σ =
∑
Z∈V (K)
τK,Z(U)(uK − uZ) (6.7)
with V (K) a set of cells or edges and τK,Z(U) ≥ 0 (> 0 whenever Z is a cell or edge
around K), then a straightforward adaptation of the proof in Remark 2.3 shows
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that the resulting scheme satisfies the discrete minimum-maximum principle (1.18)
(this proof, as mentioned in Remark 2.3, demonstrates in fact that the scheme is
non-oscillating). The key element is that (6.7) ensures that, whenever all cell values
are equal, the fluxes are equal to 0 or have a sign opposite to the sign of ub (this is
not certain with (6.2)).
A first scheme in this direction is proposed in Ref. ?, for isotropic diffusion and
under restrictive assumptions on the mesh (made of simplices), such that there
exists cell points (xK)K∈M satisfying the orthogonality condition (2.5). For such
equations and meshes, the TPFA method can be applied but the interest of the
method in Ref. ? resides in the fact that it produces order 2 approximations of
the cell averages of u (the TPFA method would produce order 2 approximations
of (u(xK))K∈M, where (xK)K∈M are not at cell barycentres). Nonetheless, the
particular convex combinations ideas of Ref. ? have been used to construct MMP
schemes on triangular meshes?, ?, construction then generalised to generic 2D or 3D
meshes in Ref. ?.
 
 xL
K
L
σ
ΛKnK,σ
xK
xσ,1
ΛLnK,σ
M2
M1 xσ,2
Fig. 8. Construction of an MMP scheme. xσ,1 is at the intersection of xK + [0,∞)ΛKnK,σ and
of the line/plane containing σ. M2 is on the half-line xσ,1 + [0,∞)ΛLnK,σ .
With the notations in Fig. 8, the scheme in Ref. ? starts from the two consistent
fluxes outside K:
F˜ 1K,σ = |ΛKnK,σ|
uK − uσ,1
d(xK ,xσ,1)
, F˜ 2K,σ = |ΛLnK,σ|
uσ,1 − uM2
d(xσ,1,M2)
where uM2 and uσ,1 are values at M2 and xσ,1 respectively. Writing the conserva-
tivity of these fluxes allows us to eliminate uσ,1 and to get a linear conservative flux
F 1K,σ = a
1
K,σ(uK − uM2) with a1K,σ ≥ 0. Expressing uM2 as a convex combination
of cell unknowns, in such a way that uL appears with a non-zero coefficient in this
combination (this is always possible), we then get
F 1K,σ = α
1
K,σ(uK − uL) +G1K,σ with G1K,σ =
∑
M
β1K,M (uK − uM ) (6.8)
with α1K,σ > 0 and βK,M ≥ 0. The same construction from cell L gives a flux outside
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K (i.e. inside L)
F 2K,σ = α
2
L,σ(uK − uL) +G2L,σ with G2L,σ =
∑
M
β2L,M (uM − uL). (6.9)
Following Ref. ?, a convex combination (6.1) of these two fluxes is then chosen in
order to eliminate the “bad” terms with respect to (6.7), i.e. G2L,σ:
µ1K,σ(u) =
|G2L,σ|
|G1K,σ|+ |G2L,σ|
, µ2K,σ(u) =
|G1K,σ|
|G1K,σ|+ |G2L,σ|
(6.10)
(once again, these coefficients are chosen equal to 1/2 if their denominator vanishes).
By studying separate cases depending on the sign of G1K,σG
2
L,σ, we can then see
that FK,σ defined by (6.1), (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10) always satisfies (6.7), whatever
the values (positive or negative) of the cell unknowns.
Remark 6.2. More freedom is possible on the decompositions in (6.8) and (6.9),
provided that the global non-linear flux FK,σ is continuous with respect to u. This
is ensured? if we take α1K,σ = α
2
L,σ (always possible, upon moving part of the term
uK − uL in (6.8) and (6.9) into G1K,σ and G2L,σ).
This method is not necessarily coercive. However, under some coercivity assump-
tions (which seem satisfied in numerical tests), a rigorous proof of convergence is
given in Ref. ? without regularity assumptions on the data, drawing on the fact that
the global flux is a convex combination of linear fluxes and adapting the analysis
technique developed in Ref. ?. This is, to our best knowledge, the first proof of con-
vergence of an MMP scheme. Numerical results show a general order 2 convergence
for u and, of course, the absence of spurious oscillations in the solution.
Remark 6.3 (Choice of convex combination for uMi). In case of jumps of Λ,
numerical tests? show that if uMi is computed from cell unknowns on both sides of
a discontinuity of Λ then the order of the scheme can be reduced (and the number
of Picard iterations to compute the approximate solution increases significantly).
In many applications, it is however always possible to choose Mi such that uMi can
be computed using cell unknowns all in a same zone of smoothness of Λ.
The ideas developed for “2pt non-linear fluxes” (see Section 6.1) have also been
combined with the convex combination (6.10) used in Refs. ?, ?, ? to produce
minimum-maximum preserving schemes on 2D polygonal meshes. In Ref. ?, the
ideas of Ref. ? (replacing vertex unknowns by edge unknowns) are used to built
an MMP method, in which edge unknowns are interpolated from cell unknowns by
writing a particular flux conservativity which takes into account the possible jumps
of Λ.
Under an assumption which slightly limits the mesh’s skewness and the tensor’s
anisotropy, Ref. ? draws on the core idea of Ref. ? (expressing ΛKnK,σ as a positive
combination of −−−−→xKxLi for some cell or edges Li) to produce an MMP scheme on
2D polygonal meshes. Using cell unknowns rather than interpolating new vertex or
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edge unknowns ensures that the stencil of the linear systems solved at each Picard
iteration is as small as the stencil of the TPFA method (with the trade-of that the
fluxes are only conservative at the limit of these non-linear iterations). Contrary
to Ref. ?, the method in Ref. ? also does not move cell centres on each side of
an edge across which Λ is discontinuous, but rather makes use of the harmonic
interpolation introduced in Ref. ? (see Remark 4.3) to compute the flux through
these edges. The usage of this harmonic interpolation however leads to a reduced
accuracy if the mesh or the tensor are too skewed.
6.3. MMP schemes by non-linear corrections of linear schemes
None of the monotone or MMP method presented in the previous sections is uncon-
ditionally coercive. It turns out that the most efficient way to construct MMP and
coercive methods is not to design a whole new method, but to take existing linear
coercive methods and to devise a non-linear modification of them, which preserves
its coercivity while adding the discrete minimum-maximum principle.
Let us consider a cell-centred linear scheme (1.9)-(1.10) which is coercive (it
satisfies in particular (1.12)). Assume that, for this scheme,
AK(u) :=
∑
σ∈EK
FK,σ =
∑
Z∈V (K)
aK,Z(uK − uZ)
for some possibly negative aK,Z and V (K) a set of cells or boundary edges such
that, for two cells (K,Z), Z ∈ V (K) if and only if K ∈ V (Z). The scheme is thus
written: for all K ∈M, AK(u) =
∫
K
f(x)dx. Then a coercive MMP scheme can be
obtained?, ? by writing SK(u) =
∫
K
f(x)dx for all K ∈M, where
SK(u) = AK(u) +
∑
Z∈V (K)
βK,Z(u)(uK − uZ)
with βK,Z(u) ≥ |AK(u)|∑
Y ∈V (K) |uK − uY |
(“≥” is replaced with “>” if Z is a neighbouring cell or edge of K, and if∑
Y ∈V (K) |uK − uY | = 0 then we only need βK,Z(u) ≥ 0; this condition on βK,Z
is only an example, see Ref. ?). If βK,Z(u) = βZ,K(u) for any cells K,Z, then the
modified scheme is indeed a FV method: non-linear conservative fluxes F ′K,σ(u) can
be found such that SK(u) =
∑
σ∈EK F
′
K,σ(u).
It is obvious from the symmetry of βK,Z(u) that the corrected scheme retains the
coercivity property (1.12) of the original scheme. It can also be proved that, if the
original scheme is consistent in the sense of FV methods, then the modified scheme
converges as the mesh size tends to 0, under assumptions on the approximations
not formally proved but holding well in numerical tests.
These numerical tests show astonishing improvements of the L2 error when using
the non-linear correction (sometimes? by a factor 10,000 in case of an anisotropy
ratio of 106). This correction however appears to degrade the order of convergence
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to 1 and is therefore outperformed by the original order 2 linear scheme on very thin
meshes (sometimes at a size which is nevertheless beyond computational capacities).
The reason for this reduction of convergence rate is not well understood, but it
is worth mentioning that, even for linear FV schemes, the convergence order 2
on u is mostly only noticed on numerical tests and not proved in general. The
consequence is that non-linear corrections should only be applied for coarse meshes
and strongly anisotropic diffusion tensors for which the original scheme provides
physically unacceptable solutions.
This correction technique has been adapted in Ref. ? to methods involving cell
and edge unknowns.
7. Conclusion
We presented and gave a review of some recent FV methods for diffusion equations,
focusing on the capacity of the methods to be applicable on generic meshes and to
reproduce two important properties of the continuous equation: coercivity, which
ensures the stability of the scheme and allows one to carry out convergence proofs
under realistic assumptions, and minimum and maximum principles, which ensure
physically acceptable solutions in case of strong anisotropy.
This review is of course partial and much more could be written on FV methods
for (1.1), for example about the comparison of their respective numerical behaviours
– see e.g. the two comprehensive benchmarks of Refs. ?, ?. Other methods or topics
of interest regarding the discretisation of (1.1) are worth mentioning:
• vertex-centred MPFA O-methods?, ?, ?, ?,
• Finite Volume Element methods?, ?, ?, based on Finite Element spaces with
vertex unknowns and flux balances on dual meshes around vertices,
• studies of relationships between FV and Finite Element methods, or mixing
of ideas between different families of methods?, ?, ?, ?,
• Gradient Schemes?, ?, ?, ?, ?, a generic framework (including HMM methods
and some MPFA and DDFV schemes, as well as non-FV methods) for the
convergence analysis of numerical methods on numerous models,
• the recent review of Ref. ? on numerical methods in geosciences.
The overall conclusion of this review is that currently there is no miraculous
method which provides an excellent solution in all circumstances. The various nu-
merical methods available for (1.1) should be considered as a kit of clever techniques
which can be adapted and re-used in particular situations. The ideas behind the
methods are as important as the methods themselves.
Let us close this study with an open question. For the TPFA scheme, the flux
balance (1.9) can be written∑
L∈M
τK,L(uK − uL) =
∫
K
f(x)dx, (7.1)
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with τK,L = τL,K non-negative and such that the method is coercive. This struc-
ture allows one, by using non-linear functions of the solution as test functions,
to prove a priori estimates and analyse the convergence of the TPFA scheme for
non-coercive convection-diffusion equations?, ?, ?, hyperbolic-parabolic equations?, ?,
equations with Radon measures?, ? (used to model wells in reservoirs), or chemotaxis
problems?. To date, it is not known how to design a method that can be written
(7.1) for any mesh and tensor (as separately noticed in Ref. ?), or how to adapt the
afore mentioned a priori estimate techniques to schemes not having this structure...
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